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PROFECI PANEL SURVEY:
THE ISRAELI GENERAL ELECTIONS 2019-2021
The PROFECI Panel Survey covers the length of the four successive Israeli General Elections from 2019 to
2021 with a total of 12 panel waves – thereof eight full pre-election panel waves, as well as four brief postelection panel waves. In each of the eight pre-election waves, participants were asked to predict the identity of
the next PM and the largest party, as well as the composition of the future government coalition. Furthermore,
the survey recorded respondents’ estimated probability and affective evaluation of the predicted outcomes, as
well as a range of control variables. The survey contained four main question blocks: 1) Predictions about the
future PM, largest party, coalition composition (multi-choice), and the future of the country (1: very bad – 5:
very good). The estimated probability of predicted outcomes and their desirability were measured using
continuous sliders (0: very low chance/ will feel very bad – 100: very high chance/ will feel very good; starting
position at 50); 2) news and social media usage; 3) political participation and voting intention; and 4)
demographics. In the brief post-election waves, only participants’ vote choice and satisfaction with the electoral
results were recorded. All survey waves were administered online, in Hebrew or Arabic, to 1191 participants
recruited by the Israeli survey company iPanel, using a stratified sample to represent the composition of the
electorate (AAPOR RR3: 0.71). For wave IV.1, a refreshment sample was added along the same stratification
guidelines. The table and figure below summarize the timing of the survey waves.

Panel Wave
I.1
I.2
I.3
I.P
II.1
II.2
II.P
III.1
III.2
III.P
IV.1
IV.P

Survey Type
Pre-Election
Pre-Election
Pre-Election
Post-Election
Pre-Election
Pre-Election
Post-Election
Pre-Election
Pre-Election
Post-Election
Pre-Election
Post-Election
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Start
14.02.2019
10.03.2019
01.04.2019
22.04.2019
25.06.2019
09.09.2019
23.09.2019
29.12.2019
23.02.2020
09.03.2020
16.03.2021
04.04.2021
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End
21.02.2019
17.03.2019
09.04.2019
02.05.2019
03.07.2019
17.09.2019
01.10.2019
07.01.2020
02.03.2020
16.03.2020
23.02.2021
12.04.2021

Respondents
1191
996
932
905
770
813
727
708
688
733
1026
912
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DOCUMENTATION
Hereunder, we document the composition of the entire survey instrument, both for the pre-election survey
waves and the post-election survey waves.
For each item, it is indicated on the right-hand side in which waves it was included (dark blue shade) or
excluded (no shade). For some items, there were important variations between the survey waves (e.g., some
parties were running only in some elections and therefore not included in all waves as possible response
options). Where this is the case, the dark blue shading indicates that the variant or option presented in this line
was included, whereas a light gray shade indicates that the item was included, but the present variant or option
was not included. For the varying selection of parties, which was adjusted for each wave in four items in the
pre-election survey (Q1.1, Q3.1, Q6.3 and Q9.1), we do not restate the configuration of response options, but
refer the reader to Q1.1
Some items were formulated differently in the Hebrew and the Arabic version (e.g., there are no Ultraorthodox among the Arab population, so we referred to “very religious” here in question D3). Where this is
the case, we state both variants, with a suffix HE indicating that this is the Hebrew version, and AR indicating
the Arabic version. Other items were only included in one of the versions (notably, we did not ask Hebrew
speakers about their use of some Arabic language media, and vice versa). Where this is the case, the suffix HE
only indicates that an answer option was included only for the Hebrew version, and AR only indicates that it
was included only for the Arabic version of the survey. All translations into English were done by the authors.
The documentation also includes the survey flow (added in bold square brackets at the bottom of each item),
the mode of responses (in regular square brackets) and response codes (in regular square brackets before each
response option). Where items were reverse coded, this is indicated. Finally, for the parties, we include a
translation of the party name in the documentation, as some parties are better known internationally by their
Hebrew / Arabic names, and others by their English names. These translations were not part of the original
survey.
Notes
Note on Q1.1, Q3.1, Q6.3 and Q9.1 (Pre-Election Waves) and Q4 (Post-Election Waves): The selection of parties
includes all parties that were recently polled by at least one polling institute to possibly win seats in the Knesset.
Note on Q2.1: Included candidates for Prime Minister include all leaders of the parties included in Q1.1, as well
as selected co- and former party leaders.
Note on Q5.3a: Included accounts include party leaders with social media accounts, as well as other political
actors involved in the elections and journalists covering the elections, with the highest number of followers on
social media.
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L1

IC0
IC1

T1

T2

D1

D2

D3

D4

IV.1

III.2

III.1

II.2

II.1

I.3

I.2

I.1

PRE-ELECTION SURVEY WAVES
I.1 – I.2 – I.3 – II.1 – II.2 – III.1 – III.2 – IV.1

[1] I prefer to answer the survey in Hebrew
[2] I prefer to answer the survey in Arabic
[alternative selection]
[forward to 1: HE / 2: AR version of the questionnaire]
[INFORMATION SHEET AND INFORMED CONSENT]
Electronic Consent: Please select your response below.
Clicking to “agree” indicates that:
- you have read the information above
- you voluntarily agree to participate
- you are 18 years old or older
[0] not agree
[1] agree
[alternative selection]
[IF 0: exit survey]
Prior to filling in the questionnaire, we will do a short practice.
Please mark “very low chance” on the scale below.
[slider] [0] very low chance – [100] very high chance
Now please mark “I will feel very good” on the scale below.
[slider] [0] I will feel very bad – [100] I will feel very good
Now let’s start with the questionnaire
[1] I am a woman
[2] I am a man
[alternative selection]
What is your age?
[0] 17 or less
[18] 18
…
[74] 74
[75] 70 or more
[alternative selection]
[IF 0: exit survey]
How do you define yourself?
[1] secular
[2] observant
[3] religious
[4 HE] ultra-orthodox
[4 AR] very religious
[alternative selection]
What is the highest level of education that you have completed?
[1] basic schooling or less
[2] junior high
[3] high school without matriculation
[4] high school with matriculation
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Q1.1

[5] non-academic post-secondary education (e.g., teachers’ seminar,
nursing school, engineering school, yeshiva)
[6] first university degree
[7] second university degree or higher
[alternative selection]
Which list do you think will win the largest number of mandates in
the Knesset elections?
[0] Otzma Yehudit [Jewish Independence] headed by Itamar Ben-Gvir
[1] HaZionut HaDatit [Religious Zionism] headed by Bezalel Smotrich
[1] Ihud Miflagot HaYamin [Union of Right-Wing Parties] headed by
Rafi Peretz
[2] HaBeit HaYehudi – HaIhud HeLeumi [Jewish Home – National
Union] headed by Rafi Peretz
[2] HaBeit HaYehudi – Otzma Yehudit [Jewish Home – Jewish
Independence] headed by Rafi Peretz
[2] Yamina [The Right] headed by Ayelet Shaked
[2] Yamina [The Right] headed by Naftali Bennett
[3] HaYamin HeHadash [The New Right] headed by Ayelet Shaked and
Naftali Bennett
[4] Israel Beitenu [Our Home Israel] headed by Avigdor Liberman
[5] Shas [Sephardic Guardians] headed by Arye Deri
[6] Yahadut HaTorah [United Torah Judaism] headed by Yaakov
Litzman
[6] Yahadut HaTorah [United Torah Judaism] headed by Moshe Gafni
[8] Tikva Hadasha [New Hope] headed by Gideon Saar
[7] HaLikud [The Consolidation] headed by Benyamin Netanyahu
[8] Zehut [Identity] headed by Moshe Feiglin
[9] Kulanu [All Of Us] headed by Moshe Kahlon
[9] HaCalcalit [The Economic] headed by Yaron Zalikha
[10] Yesh Atid [There is a Future] headed by Yair Lapid
[11] Kahol Lavan [Blue and White] headed by Benny Gantz and Yair
Lapid
[11] Kahol Lavan [Blue and White] headed by Benny Gantz
[12] Hosen LeIsrael [Resilience for Israel] headed by Benny Gantz
[13] HaTnua [The Movement] headed by Tzipi Livni
[14] Gesher [Bridge] headed by Orly Levy-Abkasis
[15] HaAvoda [The Labor Party] headed by Avi Gabbay
[15] HaAvoda [The Labor Party] headed by Amir Peretz
[15] HaAvoda – Gesher [The Labor Party – Bridge] headed by Amir
Peretz
[15] HaAvoda – Gesher – Meretz [The Labor Party – Bridge – Meretz]
headed by Amir Peretz
[15] HaAvoda [The Labor Party] headed by Merav Michaeli
[16] Meretz headed by Tamar Zandberg
[16] Meretz headed by Nitzan Horowitz
[16] HaMahane HaDemocrati [The Democratic Camp] headed by
Nitzan Horowitz
[17] Ta’al [Arab Movement for Renewal] headed by Ahmad Tibi
[18] Hadash – Ta’al [Democratic Front for Peace and Equality – Arab
Movement for Renewal] headed by Ayman Odeh and Ahmad Tibi
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[19] HaReshima HaMeshutefet [The Joint List] headed by Ayman
Odeh
[20] Ra’am – Balad [United Arab List – National Democratic Alliance]
headed by Mansur Abbas
[20] Ra’am [United Arab List] headed by Mansur Abbas
[22] other: [text entry]
[party names, leaders and logos]
[randomized order]
[alternative selection]
Q1.2 What do you think is the chance that your forecast regarding the list
that will win the highest number of mandates will be realized?
[slider] [0] very low chance – [100] very high chance
Q1.3 Suppose that your forecast regarding the list that will win the most
votes is realized, how will you feel about this political reality?
[slider] [0] I will feel very bad – [100] I will feel very good
Q2.1 Who do you think will be the next prime minister?
[1.0] Rafi Peretz
[2.0] Bezalel Smotrich
[3.0] Naftali Bennett
[3.5] Ayelet Shaked
[4.0] Avigdor Liberman
[5.0] Arye Deri
[6.0] Yaakov Litzman
[6.0] Moshe Gafni
[7.5] Gideon Saar
[7.0] Benjamin Netanyahu
[8.0] Moshe Feiglin
[9.0] Moshe Kahlon
[9.5] Yaron Zalikha
[10.0] Yair Lapid
[12.0] Benny Gantz
[13.0] Tzipi Livni
[14.0] Orly Levy-Abkasis
[15.0] Avi Gabbay
[15.0] Amir Peretz
[15.0] Merav Michaeli
[15.5] Ehud Barak
[16.0] Tamar Zandberg
[16.0] Nitzan Horowitz
[17.0] Ahmad Tibi
[18.0] Ayman Odeh
[20.0] Mansur Abbas
[22.0] other: [text entry]
[23.0] Someone else from HaLikud [The Consolidation]: [text entry]
[24.0] Someone else from Kahol Laval [Blue and White]: [text entry]
[randomized order]
[alternative selection]
Q2.2 What do you think is the chance that your forecast regarding the
next prime minister will be realized?
[slider] [0] very low chance – [100] very high chance
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Q2.3 Suppose that your forecast regarding the next prime minister is
realized, how will you feel about this political reality?
[slider] [0] I will feel very bad – [100] I will feel very good
Q3.1 Which of the following lists do you expect will be part of the
coalition?
To clarify: The coalition includes those factions that support and
participate in the government.
Select up to 6 options.
[same party selection as in Q1.1]
[party names, leaders and logos]
[randomized order]
[multiple selection of up to 6 choices]
Q3.2 What do you think is the chance that your forecast regarding the lists
that will be part of the coalition will be realized?
[slider] [0] very low chance – [100] very high chance
Q3.3 Suppose that your forecast regarding the lists that will be part of the
coalition is realized, how will you feel about this political reality?
[slider] [0] I will feel very bad – [100] I will feel very good
Q9.1 Of the parties in the following list, are there any parties that you
think will not pass the electoral threshold?
[same party selection as in Q1.1]
[party names, leaders and logos]
[randomized order]
[alternative selection]
Q9.2 How will you feel if…
a) Benjamin Netanyahu becomes the next Prime Minister?
b) Gideon Saar becomes the next Prime Minister?
c) Yair Lapid becomes the next Prime Minister?
d) Naftali Bennett becomes the next Prime Minister?
[randomized order]
[sliders] [0] I will feel very bad – [100] I will feel very good
Q4.1 What do you think will be the situation of the state of Israel in 2021?
What do you think will be the situation of the state of Israel in 2022?
What do you think will be the situation of the state of Israel in 2023?
[1] bad
[2] not good
[3] so-so
[4] good
[5] very good
[alternative selection]
Q4.2 What do you think is the chance that your forecast regarding Israel’s
situation in 2021 will be realized?
What do you think is the chance that your forecast regarding Israel’s
situation in 2022 will be realized?
What do you think is the chance that your forecast regarding Israel’s
situation in 2023 will be realized?
[slider] [0] very low chance – [100] very high chance
Q5.1 What is your main source for keeping up with election-related
issues?
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[1] printed press
[2] online news sites (or the corresponding apps)
[3] social networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
[4] television
[5] radio
[6] other: [text entry]
[alternative selection]
Q5.2 Which of the following media outlets have you used at least once in
the past week for news consumption?
Please mark all that are relevant (also if you have consumed their
content via websites, social networks or apps)
[1 HE] Kan News (Channel 11)
[1 AR] Kan News (Israeli Channel 11)
[2 HE] Israeli News Company (Channel 12)
[2 AR] Israeli News Company (Israeli Channel 12)
[3 HE] News 13 (Channel 13)
[3 AR] News 13 (Israeli Channel 13)
[4 HE] Channel 20
[4 AR] Israeli Channel 20
[5 HE] Radio Kan (logos: Kan Bet, Kan Gimel)
[5 AR] Radio Kan in Hebrew (logos: Kan Bet, Kan Gimel)
[6] Army Radio
[7 HE only] Regional Radio (logos: 103fm, 91fm, Kol Rega, Radio
Darom)
[8 HE only] Haredi Radio (logos: Kol Barma, Kol Hai)
[9] Yediot Ahronot
[10] Israel HaYom
[11] Haaretz
[12 HE only] Maariv
[13 HE only] Makor Rishon
[14 HE] Economic Press (logos: Economist, Globes, The Marker,
Bizportal)
[14 AR] Economic Press in Hebrew (logos: Economist, Globes, The
Marker, Bizportal)
[15] Ynet
[16] Walla!
[17] Mako
[18 HE only] Independent Websites (logos: 404, Mida, Rotter, Davka,
Davar Rishon, Anayn Merkazi)
[19 HE only] National Religious Websites (logos: Channel 7, Kipa,
HaKol HaYehudi, Srugim)
[20 HE only] Haredi Websites (logos: Kikar HaShabbat, Kol HaZman,
Aktualik, BeHadrey Haredim)
[21 AR only] Channel Makan
[22 AR only] Channel Musawa
[23 AR only] Channel Hala
[24 AR only] Radio Kan Makan
[25 AR only] Radio AlShams
[26 AR only] AlIttihad
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[27 AR only] Mainstream News Sites (logos: Kul AlArab, Panet,
Panorama, Bokra)
[28 AR only] Arab 48
[29 HE only] Television Channels in Arabic (logos: Musawa, Hala,
AlShams)
[30 HE only] Newspapers and News Sites in Arabic (logos: Kul AlArab,
Panet, Panorama, Bokra)
[31] other: [text entry]
[media names and logos, logos for grouped categories stated above]
[multiple selection]
Q5.3 Do you follow politicians or journalists on social networks (such as
Facebook and Twitter)?
[1] Yes, I follow certain politicians and/or journalists on social
networks
[2] I do not follow politicians or journalists on social networks
[3] I do not use social networks at all
[alternative selection]
[IF 1: display Q5.3a, IF 2 OR 3: skip to Q5.4]
Q5.3a I follow the following politicians and/or journalists
(please mark all people whom you follow).
The names are in alphabetical order
[0.0] Itamar Ben-Gvir
[1.0] Rafi Peretz
[1.1] Bezalel Smotrich
[3.0] Naftali Bennett
[3.1] Ayelet Shaked
[4.0] Avigdor Liberman
[5.0] Arye Deri
[7.0] Benjamin Netanyahu
[7.1] Miri Regev
[7.2] Oren Hazan
[7.5] Gideon Saar
[8.0] Moshe Feiglin
[9.0] Moshe Kahlon
[10.0] Yair Lapid
[12.0] Benny Gantz
[12.1] Moshe (Bugie) Yaalon
[13.0] Tzipi Livni
[14.0] Orly Levy-Abkasis
[15.0] Avi Gabbay
[15.1] Shelly Yechimovitch
[15.2] Itzik Shmuli
[15.3] Stav Shaffir
[15.5] Ehud Barak
[15.6] Amir Peretz
[15.7] Merav Michaeli
[16.0] Tamar Zandberg
[16.1] Zehava Galon
[16.2] Nitzan Horowitz
[17.0] Ahmad Tibi
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Q5.4

Q5.5

Q5.6
Q5.7

Q5.8

Q5.9

[17.1] Hanin Zoabi
[18.0] Ayman Odeh
[18.1] Mohammad Barka
[18.2] Mtanes Shihadeh
[20.0] Mansur Abbas
[21.1] Ben Caspit
[21.2] Tal Schneider
[21.3] Raviv Drucker
[21.4] Amit Segal
[21.5] Chaim Levinson
[21.6] Attila Somfalvi
[22.0] other: [text entry]
[multiple selection]
How much do you trust…
a) the media?
b) the judicial system?
c) politicians?
d) experts (e.g., pollsters, academics)?
[sliders] [0] no trust at all – [100] complete trust
To what extent do you follow the polls published in the media prior
to the elections?
[1] not following
[2] to a small extent
[3] to a large extent
[4] to a very large extent
[alternative selection]
In your opinion, how reliable are these polls?
[slider] [0] not reliable at all – [100] very reliable
In your opinion, how reliable is the information published on social
networks?
[slider] [0] not reliable at all – [100] very reliable
On the evening of the last election day, did you watch the live
broadcasts of the TV exit polls?
[1] I watched the exit poll results on Channel 12 (presented by Mano
Geva and Mina Tzemach)
[2] I watched the exit poll results on Channel 13 (presented by Camil
Fuchs)
[3] I watched the exit poll results on Channel Kan 11 (presented by
Dudi Hasid)
[4] I watched the exit poll results on several channels in parallel
[5] I followed the live reports on the exit poll results on other media
(e.g., Ynet, social media, radio, other television channels)
[6] I did not follow the exit poll results
[alternative selection]
Do you intend to watch the live broadcast of the exit poll results in
the upcoming elections in September?
Do you intend to watch the live broadcast of the exit poll results in
the upcoming elections in March?
[4] I will certainly watch them
[3] I will probably watch them
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Q5.8a

Q5.6a
Q6.1

Q6.2

Q6.3

Q6.4
Q7.1

Q7.2

[2] I will probably not watch them
[1] I will certainly not watch them
[alternative selection]
On which channel do you intend to watch the exit poll results?
[1] I will watch the exit poll results on Channel 12 (presented by Mano
Geva)
[2] I will watch the exit poll results on Channel 13 (presented by Camil
Fuchs)
[3] I will watch the exit poll results on Channel Kan 11 (presented by
Dudi Hasid)
[4] I will watch the exit poll results on several channels in parallel
[5] I will follow the live reports on the exit poll results on other media
(e.g., Ynet, social media, radio, other television channels)
[6] I will not follow the exit poll results
[alternative selection]
In your opinion, how reliable are these exit polls?
[slider] [0] not reliable at all – [100] very reliable
Are you active, or do you intend to be active, in any party during the
election period?
[3] Yes, I am active or intend to be active
[2] I am not active now but maybe will be active later
[1] No, I am not active and do no intend to be active
[alternative selection]
Do you intend to vote in the upcoming Knesset elections?
[4] I will certainly vote
[3] I will probably vote
[2] I will probably not vote
[1] I will certainly not vote
[alternative selection]
Who are you going to vote for in the elections?
[same party selection as in Q1.1]
[23] I will not vote in the elections
[party names, leaders and logos]
[randomized order]
[alternative selection]
How certain are you about who you will vote for?
[slider] [0] not certain at all – [100] very certain
What do you think is the current situation of Israel in general?
[5] very good
[4] good
[3] so-so
[2] not good
[1] bad
[alternative selection]
What do you think is the most important issue on the agenda of
Israel?
(Please specify only one issue)
[text entry]
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Q8.1

Q7.3

Q7.3a

Q7.4

Q7.5

Q7.6

What do you think is the chance that there will be a fourth round of
elections?
[slider] [0] very low chance – [100] very high chance
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements:
(a) People like me have no influence on what elected officials do.
(b) The people, not the politicians, are the ones who decide when it
comes to the most important decisions.
(c) The politicians do not really care what people like me think.
(d) No matter who I vote for, it will not change the situation.
(e) People like me can have an impact on the future of the state of
Israel. (reverse coded)
[4] fully agree
[3] agree
[2] disagree
[1] fully disagree
[alternative selection]
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements:
(f) Members of the Knesset very quickly lose touch with ordinary
people.
(g) Members of the Knesset need to act in accordance with the will
of the people. (reverse coded)
(h) Ordinary people cooperate with one another. (reverse coded)
(i) Ordinary people share the same values and interests. (reverse
coded)
[4] fully agree
[3] agree
[2] disagree
[1] fully disagree
[alternative selection]
How interested are you in politics?
[4] very interested
[3] quite interested
[2] not so interested
[1] not interested at all
[alternative selection]
Many talk about left and right in politics. How would you position
yourself on the right-left continuum?
[slider] [0] right – [50] center – [100] left
What is your area of residence?
[1] Jerusalem and surroundings
[2 HE] Tel Aviv Yafo and the cities of Gush Dan
[2 AR] Tel Aviv Yafo and the cities in the center
[3] Haifa and the Krayot
[4] The North (excluding Haifa and the Krayot)
[5 HE] The Center (excl. Tel Aviv Yafo and the cities of Gush Dan)
[5 AR] The Triangle
[6 HE] The South
[6 AR] The Negev
[7 HE only] The West Bank – Judea and Samaria
[8] other: [text entry]
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[alternative selection]
Q7.8 What is your mother tongue?
[1] Hebrew
[2] Arabic
[3] English
[4] Russian
[5] Amharic
[6] other: [text entry]
[alternative selection]
Q9.3 Finally, we ask you to fill in three more questions:
Do you believe, or do you not believe in God?
[1] I believe
[2] I do not believe
[3] I prefer not to say
[alternative selection]
Q9.4 To what extent do you believe, or do you not believe, that God
influences what is happening in the world?
[slider] [0] do not believe at all – [100] fully believe
Q9.5 How frequently do you pray?
[1] never
[2] at least once per year, but not every week
[3] at least once per week, but not every day
[4] every day
[5] multiple times per day
[alternative selection]
Q7.7 Do you have comments on the survey or something that you would
like to add?
[text entry]
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L1

IC0
IC1

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

IV.P

III.P

II.P

I.P

POST-ELECTION SURVEY WAVES
I.P – II.P – III.P – IV.P

[1] I prefer to answer the survey in Hebrew
[2] I prefer to answer the survey in Arabic
[alternative selection]
[forward to 1: HE / 2: AR version of the questionnaire]
[INFORMATION SHEET AND INFORMED CONSENT]
Electronic Consent: Please select your response below.
Clicking to “agree” indicates that:
- you have read the information above
- you voluntarily agree to participate
- you are 18 years old or older
[0] not agree
[1] agree
[alternative selection]
[IF 0: exit survey]
How do you feel about Kahol Lavan [Blue and White] winning the highest number of
seats in the Knesset elections?
How do you feel about HaLikud [The Consolidation] winning the highest number of
seats in the Knesset elections?
Please mark your answer on the scale:
[slider] [0] I feel very bad – [100] I feel very good
How do you feel about the election results?
How do you feel in general about the election results?
Please mark your answer on the scale:
[slider] [0] I feel very bad – [100] I feel very good
What do you think will be the situation of the state of Israel in 2021?
[1] bad
[2] not good
[3] so-so
[4] good
[5] very good
[alternative selection]
Which party did you vote for in the last elections?
[0] Otzma Yehudit [Jewish Independence] headed by Itamar Ben-Gvir
[1] HaZionut HaDatit [Religious Zionism] headed by Bezalel Smotrich
[1] Ihud Miflagot HaYamin [Union of Right-Wing Parties] headed by Rafi Peretz
[2] Yamina [The Right] headed by Ayelet Shaked
[2] Yamina [The Right] headed by Naftali Bennett
[3] HaYamin HeHadash [The New Right] headed by Ayelet Shaked and Naftali Bennett
[4] Israel Beitenu [Our Home Israel] headed by Avigdor Liberman
[5] Shas [Sephardic Guardians] headed by Arye Deri
[6] Yahadut HaTorah [United Torah Judaism] headed by Yaakov Litzman
[6] Yahadut HaTorah [United Torah Judaism] headed by Moshe Gafni
[8] Tikva Hadasha [New Hope] headed by Gideon Saar
[7] HaLikud [The Consolidation] headed by Benyamin Netanyahu
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[8] Zehut [Identity] headed by Moshe Feiglin
[9] Kulanu [All Of Us] headed by Moshe Kahlon
[9] HaCalcalit [The Economic] headed by Yaron Zalikha
[10] Yesh Atid [There is a Future] headed by Yair Lapid
[11] Kahol Lavan [Blue and White] headed by Benny Gantz and Yair Lapid
[11] Kahol Lavan [Blue and White] headed by Benny Gantz
[14] Gesher [Bridge] headed by Orly Levy-Abkasis
[15] HaAvoda [The Labor Party] headed by Avi Gabbay
[15] HaAvoda – Gesher [The Labor Party – Bridge] headed by Amir Peretz
[15] HaAvoda – Gesher – Meretz [The Labor Party – Bridge – Meretz] headed by Amir
Peretz
[15] HaAvoda [The Labor Party] headed by Merav Michaeli
[16] Meretz headed by Tamar Zandberg
[16] Meretz headed by Nitzan Horowitz
[16] HaMahane HaDemocrati [The Democratic Camp] headed by Nitzan Horowitz
[18] Hadash – Ta’al [Democratic Front for Peace and Equality – Arab Movement for
Renewal] headed by Ayman Odeh and Ahmad Tibi
[19] HaReshima HaMeshutefet [The Joint List] headed by Ayman Odeh
[20] Ra’am – Balad [United Arab List – National Democratic Alliance] headed by Mansur
Abbas
[20] Ra’am [United Arab List] headed by Mansur Abbas
[22] other: [text entry]
[23] I did not vote
[party names, leaders and logos]
[randomized order]
[alternative selection]
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